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JUI INTERPRETATION OF VEWAWARF
WORK SAMPLE. STANDARDS

Introduction

Of the four major Vbcational evaluation techniqueswork samples, psycho-
logical testing, situational assessment, and job site-evaluationwork sample
testing has become one of the most often used methods% Indeed, in many re-

spects it is a process that dfstinguishes the field of vocational evaluation
from other more traditional psychological testtng approaches. Yet with the

increased application of this.assessment technique, a corresponding-responsi-
bility to assure that it is carried gn in a professional manner .has arisen.
In an effort to Aeet this charge, the Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment
Association (VEWAA) has developed minimum standards to be applied to wort sam-.
Oles. .TRese standards have been adopted by the Commission on Accreditation of
Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF) because they provide a sound basis for the
development of reliable work samples.

, The present CARF work sampliNuidelines read as follows:
.

If,work samples are used:

,

a. the vocational evaluation service work samples //
.

resources-shall.be-representative of realistic
competitive worker skills.

work samples shall be established"by an analysis
of job .tasks or traits related to a specific/
area of work, and be standardized as to materials,
layout, instructions, and scoring.

c: competitive, norms or industrial standards shall
be established and used. (p. 28)

-

Thus it is clear that the guidelines for some of the content, the struc-
,turei and the developmdbt of work samples are relativelyspecific. The purposë

of tbis publication is to review each of Oe'work sample testing;standards as
well as provide insight and understanding into th40.underlying purposes of the
guidelines. With this information in mind, vOcational evaluators and program
administrators should be able to better assess the effectiveness Snd qual.ity of
their wok samples with re4trd to: (1) meeting the needs of their clients and

. referral sources in terms of using valid and reliable assessment technques,'
p and (2) satisfying professtbnal standards as well ag,CARF accreditation stan-

dards for vocational evaluation programs. 'In addition, the guidelines should '
,serve as.a valuable referepce for selecting work samples wbich satisfy these -
equirements and, therefore, are most likely to provide reliable and valid
inform4ion as to client capabilities and limitations.

, .

V

Paul McCray, M.S.
July, 1979
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PART I

Sample Representativeness

4

Standard 3.4.3.1.1.7.2a of the CARF Standards4 Manual for Rehabilitation
Facilities indicates that if work samples are used, "the vocational evaluation
service work samples resources shall be representative of realistic coMpetitive
worker skills" (p. 28). A joint CARF-VEWAA interpretation of-this standard
goes on toexplain:

,

Evaluation programs using work samples that purport to be rep-
resentative of spe.cific work skills shoUld be able to provide
documefttation.that they TO". Documentation might includie the
considered judgement of appropriate employers or.emOloyees as
to the 'ability of a mrk sample to measure skills related to a
particular occuphtion. -(Vocational Ehluation'aild Work-MIL
justmqnt Association and Commission-on Accreditation of.Refla-
bilitation Facilities, 1978, p. 6)

4

The major implication of this standard and the interpretation is that
work samples shoUld have evidence of validity. There mustibe documentation.
that a gi.ven woi.14 sample really Measures* what it purports to measure. In other
words., if a work sample says that itilmeasures a .client's ability to work as a
mail sorter, there should be evidence that it actually does so. In essence,
this requires that the work sample contain the critical- elements necessary
for satisfactory mail sorting performance, and that they can be reliably
measured and analyzed. Although knowledge of how to estabLish a test's
validity is certainly important, it is rnot the purpose of this publication
to discuss-the various measures of validity and [tow they are related to work
sampjes. Interested.readers are referred to Dunn (1'971) for a brief review
of this subject.

e

The phrase "representative of.realistic competitive worker skills" is of
crItical importance to understanding-this.guidelinl. It refers to the idea
that a work sample should measure the critical elements, eN., aptitudes,
traits-, and skills; actually required to perform a job%und in the labor
market. It fhould not measure elements that are not required for satisfactory,,
performance, rather it should include elements which are necessareor com-
petitive_performanqe. For example, if a krk sample contains all the elemenfs
required to perform the job of lathe4operator, one could certainly sarthat it
represents real competitive Wbrker skills. On the other hand, the same work

sample required the client to perform a task which vlas not part of the actual,
job, e.g., memorize an operator:s manual, one shduld recognize that the work
sample is no longer representative Of real work- requirements, becalie the.
Sbility to 'hlemorize a manual is.not actually required on.the
if a critical aspect of tile job is the ability to read blueprints, and this
skill is not included in the work Sample,:then it is also not fully ffeprefen-
fatilie of:all the real requirements of the"job.

, . ,

Therefore, if a work sample purports to measure
.

one's ability to work in
a Oveg job or job area, it must'contain the'Crucial elements equ.ired for

satisfactory job performance.. Likewise, if a work sample clainis to,measure .

.4. given trait, that trait should be.clearly defined and there should be eyi-
. 4dence Oat the trait has been accurately incorporated it the work sample ind

is y,tematicaliy measured. If the individual traits are described as being
.
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critical for satisf.actory job performance, theilT must b9'doeumentation that it
is actually rue.- Sucki evoidence may be obtained from job analysis,,task
analysis, Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) data,,etc.

fhe standard also.indicates that-a work sample s,hould
Basically this means that it should re-late to.actoal work. Thus, when' a client a
is performing a work,sample, he can see that the work he is doing is similar t
to competitive work which really pxists in industry. This lends eredibil4ty "

to the assessment instrument in that it is no longer an abstract conbept or
process that lacks mdtningfulness tor the client.. This is owe. of file advan-
tages work samples have over paper and pencil tests which clients often

*mistakenly view as.aackihg-any relationship.to real work.. .
.

Once it is recognized that work sampls should contain the elements that
are.crucial to satisfactory SOb performance, as well as be realistic, it fol-
lows that onq,must ask how these elements ca be objectively identified. The. .

first half of-part "WI of-the standar .poin gu identifyinq
realistic competitive worker skills. It rbads: "work samples shall be estab-

. lished by an analysis of job tasks or'trait's "related to a specific area of 0, .

worr (p. 28). Job analysis is probably the most effective and efficient way
to determine the critical aspects of a job. It essentially consists.of aha.
lyzing the specific job related tasks, aptitudes, 15hysical demands, machides,
tools, equipment, inte'rests, etc., required fo); satisfactory job performance%
Once this information is ayailable, the evaluator may begin to.incorporate
these elements,into the work sample. CO:tainly the evaluator should 4ttempt
to include as many of the job tasks in the work'qMple as is practically

jeasible. If the work sample.entirely replicates'a job performed in industyy
in terms of equipment, tools, production methods, work standards, etc it is
betterlhought of as a job sample. The VEWAA-CARF glossary defines job
sample as.

Job Sample - Those workpmples that in-thei t. entirety are replicated
directly ft.om industry and include the.equtpment, tools, raw mate-
rials,-exact procedurps, and work standards of the job.- (Vocational
Evaluationrand Work Adjustment Association and, Commission on Accred-
itation of:Rehabilitation Facilis, 11078, p. 20)

tik job sample can be very usefu
,

in assessing a client's potential to do a
.specific.job, but it still has limi atiohs; t e primary one being that the work.
enVironment may not be entirelY duplicated. this is .a difficult and often
impossible task, since tive'ee is sUCh a large n ber of uncontroliled variables
that make up any given work setting. But to th maximum extent possibl , work

'/ and job samples should'simulate the work environment along witi-;'the work tasks
. as closely as possi0e. In any case, it is imperative that the critical job
-elements be includedin the work sample. Otherwise, a client,may be able to
pagform we'll on a wqi-k sample, but cannot actually perform the job. Fur ex-

..

...ample, although kbricklayer maponlY sOend a small portion o his time
',measuring-a building layout, this skill must be included in the .worIc sample,
becaute without it thp client will 'not be able to work competitively. Thus,

the-term crttical refers,to those elements of a job whiEh are essentia) to
satisfactory overall job performance. An 'example of a noncritical element
which need not be intorporated in a brickldyer work sample is fine f4nger
dexterity. Although a bricklayer might have to periodically manipulate small
objects, it gener&1lY Oed not'be done at exceptionally rapid rates such as
are common to Assembly-type operations. The evaluator is,primarily concerned

'/,'
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with makipg sure fhat-the client simply Ian manipulate small objects. A /
client's ability to do such a task"can generally be intuitivelfassessed by-
'an evaluator. , \-

1- .

,

,...--

`x Since it is often unrealistit tb-e-xpiett-a-works-a-ROTE-to contain-wIT2 lie .

elements of' job, it is %portant that somewhere in the manual the elements

',7

which, were t included in the work sample be listed. In-this way th'e evalua-
tor is made aware of the liMitations of *the work sample and in many caset, he
will be able to utilize different cgmbinations of work Tamples to supplement
eoch other. For example, if a job such as photopooyomachine operlitor requires
the worker to operate a cash register 5% of the time, it may not be feasible
to include an expensive cash register as part of tie work saMple. Yet once

.this problem is pointed out, many. evaluation Arograms which already possess
cashiering assessment work samples will be abTe to supplethent the photocopy 1 *

work sample in such a wey that a more reliable and thorou0 assessment of
,IDe client's abilities is possible. e

' ---X
Work.samples should"not only have the'critical elements of a job, but .,

they should also contain those elements in.a proportion similar to that of .

the job. Thus, if a telephone solicitor spendS 90% of his time talking on.
- the'phone and 10% of 'the remaiping time recording informftion, the work

samipl,e should reflect the proportional relationship of the elements. There-
fore, a'telephone solicitor work sample should !lot have a client spend 30%

. of his time on the phone and 70% of the time recording information. Instead,

the 90/10% relationship would be incorporated into the work sample so as to
provide a more realistic simulation of the job,. . ,

.
.

Other techniques besides job analysis are'also available for determining
job,e)ements. Task analysis iskbne method. .It basically involves analyzing
in a step-by-step Mannerthe procedures involved in.the individual tasks that
make up a job.. In other cases; evaluators may be able to obtain detailed job,
Oscriptions which specify the traits, aptitudes,etc., required as weil as s

- the' amount of time employees are expected to spe"nd-on speeific job,tasks for

. satisfactory performance. This information may be available from the *per:
sonnel department of public and private businesses, state employment service
offices, or occupatlonal analysis fie-ld laboratories.of the Department of
Labor. Another pethod is Ao analyze the job,pescr.iptions, worker traits,
Worker functions, etc.,'provided in the DoT.It However, the major weakness with
this approach is that the DOT ineormation may differ from the individual job
requirements oj local' industry. In any case, one of the Most important reasons

, for analyzing a job should be to accurate4:determine the*elements thatare
important to a jo6 so that they may be incorporated in a work sample. As

mentioned previously,' this process not wily helps insure the representativeness
of realistic competitive worker.skills, but also,Rrovides documented evidence

, that an analysis of job requirements has taken plade. *

)
,

.
.-

.
.

., .

Although the importance of,insuring reresentativeness a's well as how this
'goal can.be achieved.hasibeen pointed (mit, there.has,been no discussion as to

P

the pfroblem of how many or how much of the actual job elements must be'included
in a work sample, _For_example, once an analysis of the job has been completed
andas many of the elements as possible have been incorpdrated into the work

. sample, the evaluator can compare the degree to which the work.sample contains
the elements of the.job. Look at the following Itxample:

3
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Telephone Solicitor, D'IpT Code 249.357-014
.

;

Job AnalySis Oescriptjoh. of Tasks Work Sample Tasks

-

Calls prospectiv customers oh phone,
explains merchandise, and solicits
purchases. (70%)\

Recards names andddresses of pgr-.
chasers.as well as amount -of

"ilk purchase
r

(15%)

Readsltelephone book. to obtain
phone numbers of proSpedtive
customers. (10%)

Filg orders. (5%)

Calls mock customers on phone,
'explains merchandise and solicits
purchases. (70%1

'Records 'names and addres es of
purchasers,as well as am unt of
purchase. (15%)

The other 15% of the won sample
involves non-related activities
primarily consisting of cleantng
the-dwork-ar
materials.

.

One can see that the work sample contailis approximately 85%.of the job
elements which were derived from a job analAis on the job-of telephone solfc-
itor, The-obvious question that arises is hat percentage of work sample/job
.ovdrlap is adequate for a work samXle to cansidered representative of
realistic worker skills? ,Certioinly, it is lma0t impossible to incorporate ,

all of the elements oralmOst any.job'into ork samples, since most jobs con
tain a myriad of task-related and behaviorally-related factors which can onl
ekist in the'real work environment. :Thus, it will'be very rare for there t
be a rom match-up between job and work sam le,elements.

At the Present tiMe, there are no cla -cut guidelines as to *At co
.tutes an adequate match-up. Indeed,*all th t hasyeally been determi-ned
that all the elements of a job need mot be ncluded in a test or-work s
order for the test to be representative or alid. Manning's (1978) in
tation of a recent Supreme, Court decision dicates that, ".',key-e)eme
'critical skills,' or 'minimal competencies,' or 'significant compon
a job can be used to' test wialidation inste d of the full range of's '1

edge, and other attributes tqApaTed.by forRal job analysis" (p. 76). 1
not all the factors in lvedwin'a job mustlbe included in a work s mpl

Aordei- for it to be rea ably valid. However, it is recommended that o the
%

maximiim extent possible, all critical 'elements of.a. job should b inc ucied

a work saMPlp if the tool is to be used as a basis for determ ning
- men,t.potentiel .on a given job. If it i4a- impossible to incorporate some of

the critical job elements into the work sample, then perhaps other eitaluaeion
techniques should be used, i.e.: jqb site evaluation or supplemental work.
samples.

4 1

e in

ts of
1 knowl-

in4.

Inwring that work samples dre representative.of..reaListic.competitive
'porker skills is Amportant for many reasons._.First, lf la' m41< "saMple dOes not

. actuallYirneasu e what it purportskto measuf-c-th6idecilsiOns'anpUintoiove-'eta-
tions'as to em loyability are based on a non-valid assessmeptirtechntqu'd whidh
is potentiall detrimental to.a client's rehabilitation progress:. For ex--
ample; if'a work sample fails to include some critical jobetasks,- then a ,

client may e able to perform the work sample, but when placed on ttie fob'he
finds*.that here are 'some important lob demands which he carlhot satisfy'. Thi.s

/

.
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situation has a negative'impact on.the client, the joO placement person,.and
.the potential empToyer. It also'cTflects poorly on the vocational evaluation
service. Conversely, if represenr.tativeness is not achieved, a client may be
screened-out of a job he,can actually db simpty because he'performed 'poorly

on a work sample which required additional skills that mere irrelevant to job
performance. For example, suppoSe a clieTt is tak.ing a spOdering,work sawple
which requires him to read a complicated electronic circuitry bluepririt even
though the soldering jobs avai)able in that geographic area do not require
blueprint reading skills. orkers only have to solider togethtr two wires in
-a standar8ized, rohitin way. In this case, the addifipn of a critical kill

that is not a job reqdirement limits therepresentatixeness of the work.sample.
This could.easily lead to asSuming that poor work samP)e performance on the
blueprint reading.indicates limited.potential for employment as% a solderer.
Thus, the kirk sample is not repres,entatile of realistic local j r quirementS

,

.\ . Finally, one of the most basic functions of vocational ealuatiOn is to .

assess clie t interest in a specific job or occupational area. Therefore, in
or er fo r a rue pictureAf c11ñVtntrestto eMENreTttie-Cliehtisexpertence-
with the work sample must be based .on an accprate representation of thejob.
Otherwise, client interest is based on a superficial or "incorrect unOrstanding
of the job. This can ldad to unsatisfactory.job/training placement. For ex-
ample, if .an evaluator wants to assess a .clienes intetest in the ired of small
engine mechanics, the work sample,should simuiate,the Sob Of small engine me-
,chanic as closely .as possible. This means that the client should work'in an
area-with noxious odors,.greasy and dirty parts,.etc. AbWever, in many cases,
a client is given a shiny clean engine to work on n ,a.quiet formal testing
atmosphere. This presents an inaccurate picture.of theyork environment, .

thus, if a client expresses an interest in this.job,kit. may be based on an
, inaccurate understanding of the job. In such'a casel the client's interests
may change dramatically'once he is placed on the joba Therefore, if fhe
dyaluation setting doe not do a_reasonably good job orapproximating the
real worKenvironment, the evaluattir should give serious consideration .M
substitutingljob site evaluations-techniques for.work samples sinCe the former
is usually:a'better model of the job environment.

('
In summary, the primary rationale for-CARF Standards 3.4.3.1.1.7.2.a

pnd the first part of "b" is that they hoainiure that.a work sample actually
measures what' it purports to Measure and is reprdsentative of real competitive
worker skiljs.. Thus, the data which is deriveci from work sample'testin9
provides meaningful and accurate picture of A client's vocational potential.
Then cTient, evaluator, and referral source have.a valid and uliable source

'of informatton'for decision making.
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PAT II

Work Sample Standardization

Part "b" of standard 3.451.1.7.2 states:
4

work samples shall be established by an analysis of job tasks or
traits relleted to a specific area of work, and be Aandardized
4s to materials, layout, instructions, and scoring. (CARF, 1978,
p. 28)

This,guideline actually
4

has two sections. The first indicates that work
sample...are to be based on an analysi& of a job or group of jobs, while the
second.Suggests that work samples's.hould^be standardized. Part I of this pub-
lication has already explained the importance of analyzing a job in order.to
insure wo;k 'sample representativeness. Therefore, Part II will be confined to

, a discwS-Sibn of the concept of work sample standardization.

CARF has provided pecific examples of what is to be included in
la
a stan-

dardized work saMple.

Each wor sample shall have.an examiner's manual'which specifies:
.(1) its relationship to the DOT, Occupational Divisions, Worker
Trait Groups, or some appropriate job analAis system (2) pre-

. requisites, i.e., any speCific work sample task requirements
which might make administration ot the sample unfeasible for a.
given individual; (3) the work'sample purpose, i.e., specifi-
cally what is the sample attempting to assess;,(4) the materials
and equipment used; (5) prepe-ations for testing and the layout
of.materials;- (6) instructions to Uie individual. (7) instruc-
tions foy timing, evaluating errors, and-scoring pplicable;

(8) instructions for interpretin%scores.. (p. 78)

From this interpretation one can see' that there are some relatively ex-
plicit requirements wilich define what constitutes work sample standardization.
The following examWes provide'a'further clarification and.interpretation for
this guideline and readers are referred to-the Materials Development Center
(MDC) publication Work-Sample Manual Format for further information.

11. Job,Analysis Relationship

The job analysis relationship should be based on a standardized job in
formation system which provides organized da6 as to the'jobs, traits, work
activities, et directly relaied to the work sample. The information dight
be pre ted. e following manner.

his k sample wait based on an analysis d9\the job of Watch Re- .

airer (clo nd.watch), Dietionary of Occspional Titles (DOT),
urth E ion, Code 715.281-010. In'the DOT,CTassification system,

a Data- -eople-Th-i-ngs--(-DPT4 -Code-of 281-4-ndtcates that, the job

requires an "analyzing" relationship to Data,na "takfng instructions- -

helping" relationship to People, and a "precision working" relation-
ship to Things (pp. 1369-1371). \ 1

1
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According to the Worker Trait Group Gmide (1978) of theAppalacnia
Educational Laboratory (AEL) system, the job of watch repairer falls
in the Career Area of Industrial, Code 06., and the Worker Trait
Group (WTG) of Production Technology, WTG 06.01 (pp. 189-195). Wok
activities include:

1. Activities dealing with things and objects .

9. Activities involving process, methods, or machines
lq: Activities invoiVing working on or,producing things. (p. 193)

In this example, two different job description systems have been used, the
DOT and the AEL.. Both of these sys,tems provide concrete and specffic informa-
tion as to job related factors. Additional data such as physical deniands,
aptitudes, interests, related jobs, etc., could also be included in this
section. a.

2. Prerequisites

_

MDC,(1977) defined work sapiple prerequisites as 'minimum Odrformance
quirements fronuprewious.tests or work samples that will need.to be met before f
the work sample,may be adenistered" (p. 4). Examples of prerequisites,might
include: reading,levels, physical and medical factors, specific aptitudes,
educational training, etc. All prerequisites should be listed,op.g., be able
to lift and.karry 50 pound boxes, and any precautions such,as safety hazards.

3. Work Sample Purpose

, It is important to clearly identify in the work sample manual what specific
factors the'Work sample is designed to assess. These factors should be as
Clearly stated as possible. General statements such as.the purpase of this
work sample is to assess "production skills," "clerical skills," "potential for
compet,tive employment," etc., are too vague.in that they don't indicate the
exact<skills, traits, etc., being assessed. kook at the following
example:

(

Assessment Description - The purpose of this work sample is to assess
the.folloing.factors:

Ability, to work-'competitively as a drill-ftess operator (wood).
Ability to use rulers, micrometers, and-calipers to measure Wood
stods.
Ability to read blueprints as.they relate to drill press operators.
Safety habits with regard to operating a drIll Tress.

5. Interest in working on routine, repetitive madhine (drill press)
operating controlling tasks.

6. Ability to -stand for periods ranging up to three consecutive hours.
7. Spatial, form perception, motor coordination, finger dexterity, and

manual dexterity as defined and rated by the Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Iltles, Third Edition,Nolume II, page 653.

This type of asses3mcnt description gives the evaluator as well as the
citaft a --C1ear=t11V-CitioVrstari-di-rig- of-th-e- specific purposes- of the-wark sample.

If a work sample assedses specific traits or othqr factors, then they might
be listed in a simflar fashion, e.g., spatial aptitudes, manual dexterity',
GED, Data-People-Things codes, etc. 4..

7



4. Materials and. Equipment Used
.*

.

I.

All 0 the materialS.and equipment necissary in order to use a wark sample
should bp listed in the manual. "Information includinglOart names, quantities,
purchase order numbers, shipOng weights, sizes and descriptions such as color,

Arade, etc., purchase source and address, and total quantity price are neces-

sary".(MDC, 197,7, p. 2.6), This information helps inture thSt lost or worttopt'
parts and materials are replaced in a consistent manner so that the construc-
tion 'of the work sample does not change. 4!.it .should dhange, 'it may mean that
norms, rel iabi 1 ity, val NW, , job analysis. information etc. , may nok longer be '

applicabl e,
1

5. Test Preparation and Layout ,
I

Tyst preparation and rayOut:b0110.1 Ty2refers to informatton.
work sample conditions, adpitnistr4a*equipment, and setup and

. ,

'procedures. .

' .

41
related to..

breakdown
4:14

The test environment should, be-deScribed, e.g., indoorls vs, outdoors,
quiet' vs:- noisy-, and each -war* selmiftle'shoul-d li'st the e,quipment that is

necessary in order to proceedwith the administration. EicamOles include:
tools, hardware, safety deviceS, tables, manuals, scoring, sheets, timers, etc.'
In addition tto fhis, every work SamOle must b4 set up in.0 certafh manner. :
The locatiod4.of the tools, their arranqement,,the.method 0 setting up the
work station, etc., should all be clearly spelled out. This iaill help to .

insure standardized administration.procedures. . If norms or industrial Stan-. cv,

dards are u.sed, it is particularly important to make sure that'the work sample
layout is the same as the laybut used during, the norming prate'SsThis means
having object's 15ositioned in well-defined locations with disXandeS'- lled out:
In most cases, a .diagram of the work sample:Tayout is very.040ful

f
Work Sample Layout. . , .

48"

_

Client (seated at 35" 4-oro

Instructions
.

32"

=..1.

'Instructions to the Individual refers td;that information which iS neces-
_

sary for administratiOn. It will often inClude dome of the previously dis-
cussed items Such as prerequisites; materials and equipment, and preparations
for testing and layout. Instructions are generai.ly provided for both' the
client and evaluat4P. The instructional 'procedures shoald be 'as specific at
possible and should be standardized Op regard the format in whiCh they
are initially presenteq, e.g:,.written,* oral, demo ration, and hauls on..

I.
8

1.

a

4" X 6"

boxes

.
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If a client is una6i e to follow the,ttandardii zed instructionfl format, it

should be noted that other formats can be provi.ded, but. they need not be

included in the work sample manual; for further discussion bf thisigbbject -'
reer to McCray. (1979). An example of instructions for both the client-and

' evalujpfor are. noted below:
.

.
,_.

.
- .. .

.....

Cliept Instruction§ (to be.rlead to theclient by the:evaluator) -
"tour job t to takeeadh'of the-bolts in this box (point)-and'
thread.a nUt. froatiti:slcbox. (point) onto thebolt, and put the

finished assembly.tnt6.0kt box .(pOint).;,! qp,,z

..' . 14 6 6
6 1 .

.

EvaltAtor-Instruction As the;evaluator points to.each.of the
4*

. first two bokee; -he.fs to remove-one sample Object and-show' if to-
. . .

the client: -At tehew'sathe,ttmete-:will as%embre one nut-and bolt.
h-land place it in' tht box Iebeled for finished assemblies.

.-

, ..**r
,,

.
Thus, it isievident.that. spetific directions are to be proV9ded;.hoWever,

,

this examplge is by nq meant complete.' If spacespermitted, it woUld go on ,to
.meticulously explain the qxgct productionpeftd, practice period, objectives,'
performance session requirements, etc. .-

. -

7. Time, trrOr, and Scoring Instructions
.

'

p.

-

This section refers to the basic scoring criteria which are used for
analyzing a cliegt's perfozance. The techncques to be used in-scoring,
uantity, quality, errors, etc., must be clearly .identified along with 1

other measura e..outcome5. Irr.-addttlon-to-;this;--lnfqrmatton-§ach-nde
tions 8S to what constitutes an error, when timing should begln and end,
behavior observation requirements, definitions of relevant behavidrse etc.,
should also be inCluded.

t

8. Instructions for Interpreting Scores
.

v .

This information should provide ipecial input into understandtng"a client's
. performance. ft may include instructions as to hoW to read tablesin order. to

identify apprOpriate norm groups. Other information mighlinclude how the
- norms were developed, whether they 'apply to experienced or non-experienced
wor:kers, learning curves, situational factors such as behavior problems, etc.

ip

Work sample standardizatton is important for-many re.pons. First it helps
insure that.a client's perfOrmance is not unduly influenced by haphazard
asseSsment prOcedures whith may contrtbute to unreliable results, Second, it
provides an ObjeCtive basis for making consistent tnd valid, observations be-.
'cause the skills, behaviors, concepts, etc., which themork sample is designed
to assess-qre clearly defined and identified. Thus the evaluator and the
client are both aware of the specific i4eason(s) for using the work sample.
This adds meaningfulness to the technique and helps reduce.the likelihood.of
individuals misunderstanding.the purpose(s) of the test. Last, a standardized
manual.can be very useful for tratning new staff members. With a manu41,
should an evaluator leave a facility, he does not take with him all the knowl-
edge and insight necessarji in order tp use the instrument effeCtively. This
means Oat a standardized manual can help prevent "reinventing thewheel" or
having to organize andellevelop the same work sample over and over. 'All these

. -benefits point out,that work sample standardization is a critical aspect of
an evaluation program.since it fatilitttes a systematic analyslis of client

.



'capabilities. Thus 'all otients are essentially given, an equal chance to
achieve maximum-performance:

4.

\

4

I.

S.'

.
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PART III*.

Worj< Samplz Abrms
110

0

An ind (?dual's perfdrmance score on, a work sample is.most useTul' when
-other score are available for comparison.:,The choice of a comparison score

or grdup of corps should be guided by the underlying purpose for Wflich-,..a.work

sample fs, eing used. Since-work spmples are commonly-used as an aid fh the
assessment of'a client's potential foe functioning in various competitive,: .

Occupations, it seems logical that-work 'sample oompkirison scores .based on
performande rates of-workers from competitive AnduStry should be used Whenever
possible. Preferably, fhese 'Competitive-standards win reflect the pfoduction
expectations for newly emplo'yed workers rather than experienced workers who-iii
most tases perform at higher levels than inexperfenced'employees.

Part "c" of standard 3.4.3.1,1.7.2 Aates that when using work samples:,
"competitiVe norms or industriarstandards shall be established and used"
fCARF, 1978, p. 28). The CARF-VEWAA interpretation of this guideline further
explains:

-There.shOuld be evidence (such as time studies; Methods- Time4leasure-
ment (MTM), employer opi-nions as to Televance of work sample(content
or quality and quantity standards, actual competitive worker perfor-
mance data, etc.) that performance.standards usectfor interpretiVe
purposes have'teen relaXed to apOopriate competitive performance
standards. (Vocational Evalilation and Work Adjustment Association.

.7:. hi I IOU 6A SA -a a :"1.

'A

p. 6)
411,

The standard and the interpretation stress that all work samples used for
assessing client potential 'for competitive occupations should have competitive
norms or industrial.ttandards.available. In this case the terms norms and
industrial standards both refer to the concept of an average'(mdan or median)

',performance score for a ta$A or series of tasks as well as the range of scores
deviating above and below the average. Competitive norms and industrial stan-

_dards are extremely advantageous because they offer a comparison group for ,

determining not only whether or not a client can perforh a job,'but how well :
the client can do the job. For example, if a client isAiven a simpliTnut and .

bolt assembly work sample without norms, the evaluator can only.determine
whether br ngt the client can actually correctly perform the asse-mblies, e.g.,
does he have adequate dexterity or can he remember the sequence of operations.
The evaluator only has a limited idea of how well the client can do the job.
The question as to whether or not te can perform the assemblies as'fast'as -

employed nut and bolt assmblers ,has still not been answered. Thls question
can, however, be anpmered if the evaluator knows what the competitive pro-
duction standards are. Por example, if newly hired wórkers (e.g., less than
Whours nut 'and bolt assembly experience) are expected to perform a minimum
of 100 assemblies per hour, then the evaldator hgs a relatively easy job of
comparing-the client's performance to the,competitive standards and thereby
making more reliable decisions as to employment potential.

.

A.

*Much of the material provided in Part III of this publication was taken with
permission from.the authors, C. Thomas Allen and Arnold $.ax, of an earlier MDC
publication entitled Norms and Performance Standards for Work Sample Scores.

4
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?erhaps the most impôrtan point of this gaideline's that competftive

norms or industria standards:must be used.. The tein competqive denotes the
concept that the norms or tndustrial standards should be based oh People actu--
ally employed in octuPatioMt.requiring the skills, traits; etc., requtre0 of
the work samp'le rather than a handicapped population or general group of people
for which there is no Obl.ective evidence as td wliether.or not they could really
dp the jails). -In addition to this, the,industria) oi competitiVe'staildard
us'ed n a work ample should reflect the,standards used in industry for the .-

same job.' Fpr example; an MTM study,on.a work sample.might indicate that 300
pieces per Our-is 100% competitive, and it can easily be erroneously assumed
that this is the 'standard industry uses for worker perforfnance, .Yet,.in actual
practice, ah industry might regularly employ people who perfortirat only 70% of *

the work sample's industrial standard. Thirs the industrial standard used in '

the'won sample shoOld, as much as possible, reflect the actUal "Practices asegt
"in industry. ./

0.

Norms and Industrial Standards,

Norms are needed *n order to compare an individual't performance to other
appropriate reference groups. With regard to vocational evaluation, such ref-
erence groups should generally be composed of workers empload in occupations
closely related to the work sample. The usjulness of a nofte-voup is detep-

..' mined to great extent by the methods used to select its members. C6re must'
be staken to insure that members orthe norm group are representative of popula-
tions to which comparisodS are to be made. For example, a work samille that

I II -MS I I I

. .

more appropriately have a norm group of successfully 'employed small engine
'mechanics or some other close)y related occupational group, rather than'a norm
group of.college students. Regardless of the degree of planning that goes into
the development of norms, one must collect data-on individuals that are'avail-
able'for testing. As a minimum requirement, one should provide an accurate .

. description of members of the norm group. There are three different types of
.nomgroups which generally apply .to work sample testing:,

1. Client norm Koups
2. General population norm groupg
3. Competitive norm groups ar industrial standards

Client Norm Groups

.. In many work evaluation settings the most commonly used norms are those
based on scores of other clients 'who have performed a specific work sample.
These are not, however, competitive in nature and, therefore, do not satisfy
CARF requirements..

Even though client norms may be relatively easily obtainedi.there are many
serious problems with using them. 'Client norms are dependent upon the extent
of abilities (or disabilities) Of the clients served by a particular facility.
Since client groups may vary considerably among particular facilities, norms
based on clients"from one facility may be misleading for use in another
facility without detagied descriptions of clients included in.the norm group.
Also; within a parlecular facility norm groups may differ for each work samPle.
One work sample may be given to almost every client.. Another may b dminis-

- tered only to those that an evaluator has judged from'prior testinn to function-
.
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. at farily hi-gb levelts. .Thus, a.client whose
.
performance ranks relatively hi.gh.

.- compareetp the norm group for. one work sample may.rank much loWer as compared

tosthe norm group of another wprksample requiring-essentially thasauce skills

.
'and aptit4des. Finally; the majqr problem with client norms is that a client's % ) I

performance maSt'ppear to..be ab e.average,when dempared to other clientt4*

r , Yet, if tIle client. sperfrmire,as compared to-competitively employed wOrkeri

who.represent.the group theicl eitjwill ,actually have to compet.e with for em..-

, '.0loyment, his performance level ight be couiderably.below competitave

/
standards. Thu§, uS'ing client norms can easily lead totthe erroneous c n-

.

Gliision'that a cliept has pofential in a work area,whiphimay(actually.b

.
inappropriate:for him. Because' of this problem, it js imperatiVe that if.an

. 'evaluator is considering the client forrcompetitiVe'placametA, cOmpetitivt- °

horms must.be used since client dorms will not speclifylOgr.performpncestan-
are ndcessary for success1ul employment.' **/ -*.',:?:

.

.
.

In spite of ths limitations iR using client no s, there is one instance.

where they can be very useful. fhat is Klieg a client is being evaluated with

regard to placing him in sheltered employment. Im this.case; the worker poOu-

lation which the client will be competing with if actually a cliet group,
rather than competitive workerS employed by industry. However, themorkshop
in which the client is to be placed must 'sttll have.competitive production

standards available for mea5uring theAr clieiit's performance relative to the *

industrial standard. Thus; an evaluator might know that a sheltered employment

program is involved in 4n assembly operation whose competitive industrial pro-
duction standard is 100 pieces per hour. Workshdp productionrrecords indicate
that the average productivity.of their clients, however, is only ,40. pteces per

A . I a.

4.

performance is 60 pieces Per hour on the work_sample which was derived from the

workshop task, the evaluator should recognize two important things. The client

.
is produciOg below competitive industrial standards, but if placed in the

workshop his productton skills.are compatible with the other sheltered eni-e""

ployees. .
In this case, cliellt riairms would be usefill for determining a new

clieht's ability to Ooduce a levels Comparable to the standards required of

a specific sheltered workshop..

2. General Population Norm 6roups

.The sec,* type of norm group is based on a general population of.non-

:disabled subjects. The evaluator. administers a work sample to a.random sample

of non-disabled people'who are not competitivelS, employed in jobs related to

the work sample..*This group is7referred to as a sample of the/general,popu-

.,latibn. 'In Most-cases, however, it is impractical for.Valuators. to obtain a

true random sample of the general population. Instead, the non-disabled

populapion is made up of a-select groUp of individuals who a?'e readily avail- '

able,.e.g.,,woqshop staff, students, or volunteers. Like the use of client

nerm5,-th4s Method of comparing.client performance has sertous limitations. .

Work amp1.e .norms based on the performance of:members of a general. non-

disabled-population offer no direct basis for,determining whe&er a client
is capable of functioning at or near the rate of competitive workers on

'particular- worktask, since none of these people are employed in a job directly

...tAelated,tO the wOrk.sample, and it cannot be assumed that they would be suc-

..cessful worker's-simply becadse they are not disabled. Thus. predictions as to

-client-performance capability are unsubstantiated and,unreliable. if they are "

based on either client or generaA population norms.

13' 17
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COMpetitive Norm Groups or. Industrial Stand rds
-

As suggests previously, whenever.an evaluaton,*eets a"direct basis for
determining potential for,success in competitivesituations, competitive norms
or tndustrial standards based on the perprmance rates of worker'S in competi-
tive induSttly should be used. These are the only techniques which ghtisfy
CARE guidelines. This is because they provide a reliable 'and direct basls.for;
.comparison of-client-performance'versus real Work ?requirements. 47'14

Competitive normspare" mOre difficuit to.okain than nontompetitive ndhms;
hoWever7 the benefits justify the effort. One method of obtaining competitive.
norms invcilves having workers employed in lpbs closely:related to the work
sample actually'perform the work sample.' The oresulsinay. then be statistically
analyzed to obtain adrelatively good picture-of competitiverpei-formance-rer:
quirements. For example, _a group of 'competttively"employed eleCtronics
assemblers would take.an electronics assembly wOrk sample which may not be
exactly the same as their job but which involves the basic critical elements
of the job. -Based ob the'performance of this group, the evaluator.should have
a-sound idea of how well competitively employed worlers can perform on that '

particular task. This technique is particularly useful4when an evaluator has
a work sample whidh has already.been developed, but lacks any normative data.
It can also be useful for a work sample which is based on a job taken from
industry, which has no concrete production standards. For example, a service
occupation such as maid service may nof have any specific,production standards,
but based on a job analysis, the evaluator develops a maid service work
In order to obtain norms for such a work sample, the evaluatof may choose tcc-
have "sevagalpeoppla-wbo-ara-competitively employed as maids perform the work
sample. Then the appropriate data such as speed, quality; etc., could be

- obtained 4nd analyied so as to provide performance criteria.

A'secbnd method of obtaining Competitive norms or Abstrial standards
involves developing a job sample. The job sample is probably the Most ef-
fective,and efficient way tizi obtain an industrial standard, because leis
based on real work being done.in in"dustry. In this case, the evaluator. con-
tacts_businesses and identifies jobs that hold potential for the client
population being served. 'A job analysis performed,'hnd then the evaluator

\ can *create a job samiple which replicates the real job in its eritit'ety. Once
the job is accurately simulat'ed, the evaluator may then use the same production
standards, being used by the industry from which the job was taken. In.effece,

the evaluator simply borrows a competitive production standard which industry
has taken the time and.trouble to develop. THis approach can save the evalua-
tor a great deal of time and effort sind*the problems of-soliciting volunteer
workers from industry, accumulating data, and.synthesizing/analyzing results

' are eliminated. The secbnd advantage is that rapport is established with
potential client employers and specific jobs are pinpointed. The evaluatio'n

, unit may, therefore, s4rve as a more effective placement tool. Third, the
job sample inherently; has a great deal of validity since it fully replicates
a job, with the posstble exception of matching, fhe entire indbstrial environ-
.ment. -Fourth, IndUstry should be able to specrry such factors that might be
observed in the first'few days which may distinguish between,those new em-
ployees that eventually become good producers from those who are marginal or
unacceptablelin production: 'It should be emphasized,'however,,that it is .

imperative that if production standards are taken 'from industry, the job
sampTe'must i-eplicate pe job in every way.- The same,production methods,
layouts, tools, equipment, etc., muSt be used for both the job sample and

14' 18
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the4job% ,Otherwise, the sitandardsimay noTlogger be valld since different

.

vprocedures may strongly influence performance (for kfurther 'discussion of .

Ahe joample, refer to Piller, 1977),, .-

The third method of-obtaining' competitive penformance standards fov, work

sample's involves establishing-production standards which directly apply to

. the work Sample. If an.evaluator Has a woi-k,Aample which:needs to be normed,

but neither of the first two techniques are-possible, e.g., (I) there arp too .

few competitively employe4 workers available .0hr taking the mork*sampIe or the

jobs are tooy_dts-Sismilar, or (2) the picoducOOn.standardsused by industry -Can't.

be applied because a job-sample couldp't be deyeloped or the induitd'had,no

specific production standards; then próductton standards may stillabe estati-

lished 6x,using work measueement lechniques borrowed from.indosd-y.1(the

different kinds of wo)1 measurement techniques will be discussed'in the'fol. A'

lowing section), Rather than bringing workers-in te.take the work sample
or develoOing Jo!b spiples this procedure requires,that the evaluator contact

--ow) a qualified engineer;to. rform timetstudies, Methods-TiMe-Measurement,
Master-Standard-Data^, or' other work measupment techniques to arrive-at re-
liable, objective production standards for the work sample (reter to Botterbusch,

1975, for furtheetriscussion):`.Although this procedure is useful, it also has

a significant limitation in that it. may be very costly to have an engineer comet

in and analyze a wórk Sample and develop,oroduction ttandards. This is partic-/

ularly true in cases where many work samples are involved or individual work

samples are very lengthy operations of several minutes or even hours. It may'

take several hours just to analyze a two or three minute job, and this problem .

- must be taken into consideration when selecting a method for obtaining per- '.

ards. tne wa to minimize this expense is to try and obpini,

qualified volunteers through community invo vemen .or y cmra-cttrTgarftovrfate--------
professional organizations. Interested parties may wish to get in touch with

the:

r.

+a
kL,

.?ell

Ameican Institute of Industrial Engineers, inet

25 Techndlogy Park/Atlanta :

Noi'cross, Georgia 30092

They,may %be able to provide ftether information with regard to locating the

' nearest chapter. ,e

.
'Work Measurement Applied to Work Samples

Industrial Standards are'usually derived from a variety of'work measure-

merit techniques. Work measurement techniques have been developed by-industrial

.
engineers and used successfully to estimate labor dosts for future projects,

schedule production, evaluate different methOds ofjerforming a job, andPes-

tallish incentive wages! Work-measurement involves the detailed nalysii of a

porticular task using standardized techniques in order to determirre-the amount

' Of time needed for an average or normal experienced worker.to perform the task

under normal conditions. The industrial engineer is concerned not only with
'establishing an accyrate estimate of the time needed to perform a task, but

also in evaluating the most effective methedS used to perform the task. Meth-

ods of setting pp the work task are examineW to eliminate such factors as

awkward motions, long reaches, and excessive material handling (for a film

review of4bis,subjedt, refer to Botterbusch, 1975).

15
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The two post'popular tystems, of work measUremen't are.the tiMe stuayand
predetermined motion time syltems. Each type offers specific'advantages
pending on a variety of circumstances and the typeT.of work tasks to be studi.ed.
Time study is 'a meIhod of determining how much time a task shEluld requiwe.. A

stopwatch,..or other timing device,is used, and the time ,that elapses
while the task is being done is recorded. Usually a series Of these observa-
tions or timings taKe place using.a group of average, experienced workers: An

average time is then determined from theperformance of individualS within the
reference group, and this time is .thouglit to,represenyEhe normal amount of
time required for an average eperiencedwprer to rform the desired operaJ(
7ion(s). A predetermined time system is tn industrial engineering technique
.that allows productionptime standards to -,1" determined wtthout,relying on an
average, experienced worker. Instead:of timing the.moIjons of in,dividual

-workers, the speeif:Ic mottons reguif.ed-to act the,job are ideraified'and listed 4
on an analysis sheet. A time is then assigned"tó each of these movements.
.These ttmes are taken from standSrdjzed tables whose values.have been pre-
detemmine, i.e., thousands of manual motions were observed and broken down
into a few well-defined motions whose perfoimance time was itatistieally
analized and averaged.. .The theory behind these systems is that elements of
human movpmene,..on the average, take the saMe amount of time to perrow,,re-
gaftllessiof the individual worker involved. These systems are quite reliable
-and are widely used by governmeneand induslry. For further discussion of
this subject, referto Botterbusch'(1975)..

Because time study requires the observation of average, experienced
workws which are generally not available in most workshop or evaluation setZ
tingswpredetermined motion time systems are often more appropriate for

ideveioping parformance standards for work samples. The exception to this is
-.----7t7-eE5reWe the evaluator can bring 'in aveeage, experienced workersrom

industry or workshops and use them as the basis for the time studies. Howr
ever, when average, experienced:Workers are available, corresponding pro-
duction standards will usuell.already have been dtvelopetl since the job is
already in progress. Thus, the evaluator may be ableto savetime and money
by simply borrowing the standards already. developed by industry. Of the several
standandized predetermined motion time systems,'Methods-Time-Measurement (MTM)
appears to be the most widely known and.common'y used. _Some other system
.include MOdular Arrangement of Predetermined Time Standards (MODAPTS) and
Master7Standard-Data. For more information the reader should contact the
nearest industrfal engineering organization.

.

Work measurement may be used to provide valid and realistic .performance
.stanaards for many:woric samples,-especially those involvin9 repetitive manual
'operations. The work sample need not be a work task performed ineindustry.
Work measurement. may be used regardless of whether a work sample is a simula-
tion of .a specific industrial job or a task which is inlended to relate to a

variety of jobs. If .the work §ample task were to become an actual job in
industry, the work neasurement results should be a gobd estimate'of the per-
formance rate of an.".iveragem worker. S'ince there is no immediate need to
gather normative data, new work tamples fo'r. Which workpeasurement standards
have been developed are immediately usable for evaluatioii purposes.

A client does not have to meet or exceed the industrfal performance
standard in order to be considered tornave a good chanEe for success in per-,
forming tasks required in jobs related tq a /ork sample task. Performance
.equal to the standard is designated 100% performance.: If-the task is a type
in which.the establishment of work rhythm isiimportant,yerformance at 30Z to

Si
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50%,of standard might be coniidered dod on the first trial of the work,

sample. Due to varying levels of phys tigue and emotional stress in.the

1 'eyaluation situation, a Oient's work per nce may differ considerably from
.timeHto time. It 4i generallY preferable tha a client be:administered thb

work sample several times. Since a work measurement standard is based upon
.4, the performance of the hverage experiended worker, repeated trials of a work .

sample-4e genqrally adviSed. Repeated trials allow opportunity to observe
signs of interest in the work tasks. Close supervision .is generally not're-
ouired after the client haslwifed to.perform the task correctly. It would
be dailgerous to specify a perbentage of-anFaverage competitive rate that might
be used as an absolute 1.o/el-limit for judging that a client has pot6ntial for

l'\01,1Ccessful emploympnt. Aniguideiines usqd must.be tempered by cOnsideration
of varjables SUcif as task t-omplexity., amount of practice, and client anxiety.
teginning and marginal workers lenerally perform at rates of at least 70% of
standard. Although4thfs 70% figure'might be used as a rough gui6lihe, it ,

should not be considered a firm cutoff ppint. An industrial engineer who
developt a performance standard should be able to provide general gqidelines.
in light of complexity of fhe task and local industrial expectatiops.

Cautioris in Using Competitiyer,Norms or Industrial Standards

When using competitive norms Or industrial standards for interpretive
purposes, there are certain cautions which must be observed. First, if an

evaluator aciministeft a work sample to a competitively employed group of
workers, he must be certain that the work sample is very closely related to
the job performed by members of the feference group i.e., an electronics

a group of heliarc welders. Otherwise, the evaluator mightifind that he has

competitive norms but phey are essentially'useless for predicting job poten-
,tial. For example, if an evaluator has a'cashiering'work sample, he s'hould not
selectdseveral clerk typists for the norm group. Such a group would be in-
appropriate since no matter where Oclienels performance was in comparison to 4

the competitively employed norm group, there would be no evidence to suggest
Oat the client co4ld or could not work competitively as a cashier since there
is no evidence that fhe clerk typists would be suCcessful cashiers. In such a

. case, all that could be said is that in comparison to a group of clerk typists,
the client's performance score fell at a cortain level. Although; in this
cae,competitiv e norms have been used, the information derived.from these
norm is useless and could be' misleading.

fecond, when work medsuremkt is involv.ed, one Must not only be concerned
'with the time needed to perform a task, but also the methods used to perform
the task. In order for work measurement standards to.remaih valid, it is iM- '

'perative that themethod used While establishing the industrial standard be
precisely duplicated by the.work sample method. This means all the motions,
distances,-tools, etc., must be exactly the'same. If the method is changed,

the previous standard must be replaced b an updated standard -bated on the.new

method. Regardless of the type,of instructions used'for the work sample, the
client must demonstrate his competency in correctly performing all components
of.the task.in the.standardized manner before his speed of production is as-.

sessed (McCray,'1979),.. Instructions or demonstrations shbUld be repeated or
modified if necessary 0 insure that the client performs the task correctly.
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'Third, once a competitive standard is obtained for a work sample, the
evaluator must not be corkent with accepting it alone as a rigid, inflexjble
criteria for predi.cting4.Successful employment. Insfead, the evaluator Must
Iv aware of what the prevailing production standards are for competitively, ,

employed workers in similar jobs in the surrounding community, since the aceuai
standards used by industry may be different than the tiandards for the work
samOle. Forvample, although an MTM study might indicate that 100%fcompeti-
tive on an assembly work sample is defined 4..50 pieces -per hour, ,industry may
be willing to employ workers who are pbstantially less tha'h 100% 'productive.
'Successful employees may.be producing at only 70% of the standard or 35 pieces
per hour. Or a busfness may hire new 61ployees who are only.50% productiye

is during the first few weeks of training. Thus, as mtidh as possible, the evalr.
uator-must be aware of the neal perforMance requirements of industry if a
reliable prediction as to.weilin-yment potential is to be obtained.

Tinally, a major area of concern in using industrial standards is that
thesefstapdards are based on average, experienced workers. In some cases this ,

may mean that the average competitively eMployed worker is alloed hundred's or

even thousands of practice trials before they .are expected-to achieve a. mini--
mum performance standard. Thus, comparing an inexperienced client's perfor-
mance to the standards of experienced mirkers, and using this as the basis for
predicting ;,focational potential can be misleading: pnder these 6nditions,
one can only be relatively .certa'in of an individual's performance potential
when he scdres _high in comparison to the industrial stanOard. For example,.

if on the first few trials a client achieves 80% of the industrial standard'
expected of an experienced worker, the evaluator cap be reasonably sure Oat
the client has the skills and aptitudes required to do the job. Yet. if a d-

_client only scores 50% of the industrial standard: the evaluator dannot be
certain that-the client d6e-S---not haVelffePoteritia1 tbTothe job, aridit-.1-s
unrealistic to provide the client with an indefinite number of additional '

trials. Unless the evaluator knows howmany trial's it typically takes to
achieve competitive,performance, :the evaluator cannot assume that a xlient's
potential in a given area is limited. For example, even though 50% of the
industrial standard pay seem low, a closer look at the standard might indicate ,

that it usually takes 100 trials'for inexperienced workers.to achieve this
level of prokficiency. Perhaps the besi way to resolve this clijiilemma A to

l-obtain local industriastandards for inexperienced or new e loyees as welT

as experienced workers. 'ThuS, a local iridustry may regularly hire and'employ
'inexperienced workers whose producpon standard during the first 20.0 bours of
work is only 50% of .the experienced workers' 'standards. Such an -approach

allows the evaluator to compare an jriexperiedted worker's performance with
standards for inexperienced-as well as average:experienced workers.

When used by adequately trained and experienced industrial and'vocational
specialists, Work measurement techniques are both reliable and valid. Although

errors of judgment can and do occur on.occasion, well 'trained and experienced
work measeement specialists are generally able to estimate production' stan-
dards with error rates of 5% or less. Labor unions hoe generally accepted
work measurement performance standards', when agreed safeguards are provided
to assure accuracy and there are opportunities to request reexamination of jobs

lch standards appear to be in error. I Thus, it is evident that work
easurem techniques can provide relatively objective and,Accurate Methods

for determining competitive work-sample performance standaeas.
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SUMARY

-A ivork sample c'in be an invaluabfe ass t3.1
skills,Interests, aptitudes, behaviors,-et
this is only true when 4t is coni-fructed in
tIve, systematic, and reliable simulation of real wor
establishing,some concrete guidelines directly related t
have taken a step toward assuring that these\essenttal c

assessing.the vocational
dicapped.people. However,

to'be a representa-
V WAA.and CARF, by
Or* sample testing,
ra.aeristics are

rporated inall vork samples.
.

,

.

. 41
r

Aen evaluating the quality aneu;tlity of an 46divld
. A work skple battery, evaluatbts should examine,them with
Poorly developed work samples'can have kprofoundlknegativ..

effectiovenesS of a vocational evaluatiol-,program., 4 the ,

simple should': J
t I

a
, ' :..,

(a) be isepresentative of realistic corcpetitive violik-&4-

. (b) be based on'job analysis techniques
(c) be standardiied . oh .

(d) have.approprtate competitive or industrial norms.

;

1,1

I work sample or
critical eye.
impact on the
yAeast, a work'

If 'a work,sample is able to meet the aforehientioned criteria, it may be

regareed as an important asset in assessing vocational potpntial. Thus, eval-

Otors, clients, and referral sources wiil have one mOre.reliabTe technique

?dr gaining an accurate and meaningful understanding of '4ient capabilities.
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